Attorneys for SAN JOAQUIN TRIBUTARIES AUTHORITY

BEFORE THE CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES AND UNITED STATES BUREAU OF RECLAMATION PETITION FOR WATER RIGHT CHANGE RE: CALIFORNIA WATERFIX.

SJTA’s WITHDRAWAL OF EXHIBIT SJTA-402-R

INTRODUCTION

1. Based on the State Water Resources Control Board’s (SWRCB) ruling dated August 6, 2018, which precluded the San Joaquin Tributaries Authority (SJTA) from submitting written testimony rebutting the merits of the Vernalis flow criteria in the 2010 Delta Flow Criteria Report (SWRCB-25), the SJTA hereby withdraws exhibit SJTA 402-R, which is the SWRCB’s redacted version of the written testimony of Doug Demko (SJTA 402).

2. The significant redactions by the SWRCB change both the narrative and the message of Mr. Demko’s scientific testimony. For that reason, the SJTA withdraws Exhibit SJTA 402-R.
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